**Attributes of the New 125 CC FI ENGINE**

**POWER**
The Smart Motor Generator delivers the sound of screaming power, achieving a silent drive more often.

**ASCENT ACCELERATION**
Downhill at the rear where the road speeds have improved by 30%.  

**STANDING ACCELERATION**
The boost in acceleration from 0 to 30 km/h results in an advantage for the rider to travel in the same 60% more distance.

**PASSING ACCELERATION**
Downhill the ISC-Vi engine’s novel direct fuel injection system has improved by 30%.

**MILEAGE**
The new ISC-Vi engine boasts an impressive mileage of 50% more compared to before the ISC-Vi System.

**FUNCTIONAL FEATURES**
- Full Digital Instrument Cluster
- LED Position Light
- USB Charger Compatibility
- Tough-looking Headlight

**SAFETY FEATURES**
- Built-in Set Stand Engine Cut-off Switch
- 120km/h (Front) with Disc Brake
- Unified Braking System

**COMFORT FEATURES**
- Two-Level Seat
- Telescopic Suspension
- Light Weight Body

**STREET RALLY FEATURES**
- Brush Guard
- Block Pattern Tire with Sporty Color Wheel Striping